dis-representation of racial minorities in the film and television industry storytelling, particularly the proliferation of negative stereotypes and the mis-
click here
for the event,
conversation seeks to inspire more film and television shows that contribute to
In Case You Missed it…
devastating
President Hamilton
messy—participatory research in Colombia and Libya, participants will reflect
Leaders Building Peace: Understanding Locally-Led Impact in Conflict-Affected
emerged from PREP's largest and longest-running project to date:
Decolonization in Action: Walking the Walk with PREP's Partners
NYU SPS Center for Global Affairs;
Sustainability Lab housed within the NYU SPS Center for Global Affairs.

The Crisis in Ukraine: Geopolitics of Energy in Year One and Beyond
February will mark the one-year point since Russia invaded Ukraine, with

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS
and equity perspective. The project aims to identify areas of mis-
STAFF/FACULTY HIGHLIGHTS
Please use this
Please read on for more highlights about our community.

Google Form
Please submit your nomination by
Wednesday, February 22, 3:00 pm (free food
Colorgrading Hollywood: The Filmmaking
Tavis
Professional Women Future of Work Summit.

Please support the Dean's commitment to integrating IDBEA
a clear interest in promoting IDBEA principles and practices at SPS.
Standing Committee is seeking voluntary self-nominations for those who have
The SPS Inclusion, Diversity, Belonging, Equity, and Accessibility

“Basketball Can Save the World.”
Involving our faculty and staff. NYU SPS Human Capital Management's
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moving forward. A big thank you
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Subscribe to our email list.